
 

CLIENT OBJECTIVE  

A large, ESG-driven asset owner, having publicly 
committed to its ESG policy, needed to ensure that 
it could meet investment obligations. With a wide-
ranging ESG policy that included socially 
responsible screenings, de-carbonization targets 
and impact measurements (in line with the UN 
SDGs), the client needed to be confident in the  
data underpinning its analysis. 

Challenges 

• Lack of visibility into the securities within many funds held  
by the asset owner 

• Opacity of holdings detail meant that the asset owner could  
not easily determine whether or not their asset managers  
were adhering to the stated ESG policy 

• Difficulties linking ESG data across multiple products and  
multiple providers to the securities within the funds held once  
holdings were established 

• Potential for reputational risk and fines if their investments failed  
to follow the public ESG criteria shared with both the  
market and their beneficiaries 

The Rimes solution 

• Rimes sourced fund holdings directly from the custodians, 

ensuring data completeness 

• We sourced, validated, permissioned and mapped all client ESG 

vendors into a single, curated ESG master  

• Our data management processes created a “single source  

of ESG-truth” for enterprise-wide delivery, allowing everyone  

in the organization access to the same ESG data for  

application across multiple use cases 

• Our multiple delivery mechanisms provide flexibility, allowing access 

via our ESG investment intelligence platform, or fed into market-

standard risk, performance, and trading systems 

Providing confidence in meeting  
ESG policy commitments 

 

Key highlights 

70+ 
ESG data packages from  
25+ ESG data partners 

Around-the-clock 
Operational and  
technical support  

 
About Rimes 

Rimes provides transformative 
data management and 
investment intelligence 
solutions to the world’s leading 
investors and asset managers.  

Driven by our passion for 
solving the world’s most 
complex data problems, we 
partner with our clients to help 
them make better investment 
decisions using accurate 
information and industry-
leading technology.  

Headquartered in New York 
and London, Rimes serves its 
global clients through offices  
in Europe, Americas and  

Asia Pacific. 

Find out more at rimes.com 

http://www.rimes.com/

